Abstract-DEM is the digital expression of the topographic landscape properties. DEM is commonly used in watershed hydrological simulation for delineating drainage networks. A new method to identify surface-waters from DEM is presented, which compares the area threshold, the elevation difference threshold and potential outlet, respectively. At the last, this method is applied to experimental region lies in Tibet Autonomous Region. As the results, the identifying method is made by the paper can accurately identify most surface-waters.
INTRODUCTION
DEM (Digital Elevation Model) is the digital expression of the topographic landscape properties, which is a group of ordered numbers that describes the spatial distribution of the ground elevation values. DEM can reflect the distribution of the ground elevation in the research area [1] . In recent decades, DEM is widely concerned and has been developing rapidly in many areas. In the hydrological analysis, DEMs are commonly used in watershed hydrological simulation for delineating drainage networks [2] . The drainage network and some related watershed geospatial information automated extracted from DEM is one of the fundamental geographical information platforms of distributed hydrological simulations.
However, depressions existing in the DEM will pose problem during creating an accurate representation of flow direction, therefore hampering the extraction of a continuous drainage network. These depressions must be processed prior to using DEM for delineating the stream network.
There are two views for the depressions in the DEM [3] : one view considers that the depressions are natural terrain morphology, which includes lakes, reservoirs and other natural surface depressions. The depressions should be processed by using hydrological analysis method; the other view considers that the depressions are spurious depressions that represent imperfections in DEM. They may arise from input-data errors, interpolation defects during DEM generation, truncation or rounding of interpolated values to lower precision, or averaging of elevation values within grid cells. The spurious depressions should be corrected or eliminated before carrying out the drainage analysis.
The existence of depressions in DEM caused wide concern of most scholars. Many scholars assumed that all depressions in DEM are spurious depressions during the extraction of drainage network. O'Callaghan and Mark [4] , Band [5] took smoothing DEM method to eliminate the artificial pits. The method can only handle the small and shallow depressions, but large and deep complex depressions still exist. Jenson and Domingue [6] recommended filling the depressions into the flat, and then gradually raising the flat in order to each cell can flow to the watershed outlet. This method was used widely because it can process all depressions. Garbrecht [7] divided the depressions into two categories that were spurious depression resulting from elevation underestimate and spurious depression resulting from elevation overestimate. He took two different filling methods for the two types of depressions. Martz and Garbrecht [8] proposed an outlet breaching algorithm. The algorithm lowered the elevation of selected cells on the edge of closed depressions to simulate breaching of the depression outlets. Lindsay and Creed [9] proposed a synthetic method based on the filling depression method and the outlet breaching method. The method compared the processing efficiency of the two methods in order to choose a fast and effective depression treatment method.
The existing extracting method is mostly limited to linear drainage network because the terrain is complex and diverse. The extracting method of surface-water is very seldom.
In this paper a new method to identify surface-water is presented. In what follows I first review the DEM data characteristics of surface-water for distinguishing the surface-water and spurious depression. The method can realize the initiatory classification for terrain, and then take different processing method for the surface-water and the spurious depression. It can retain the information of surfacewater in extracting the drainage network and improve the extracting accuracy of surface-water.
II. THE IDENTIFYING METHOD OF SURFACE-WATER

A. DEM Data Characteristics of Surface-water
Spurious depression is usually caused by the errors of input materials, unreasonable interpolation and the average elevation values in the girds [11, 12] . The spurious depression is small scale and scatters distribution, without drainage characteristics of inflow and outflow. They are closed region and should appear to be relatively depressions [13] . Surface-water is natural terrain morphology, which usually is the large water area such as lake and reservoir. The first, the depression caused by surface-water should have the support of inflow and outflow that is the depression has a potential outlet; the second, the surface-water should have certain area and elevation difference, which is should appear to be a large "pit" in the terrain characteristics.
In the DEM data characteristics, the surface-water and the spurious depression both appear one or one group grid cells that the elevation is lesser than the around grid cells [14, 15] . The surface-water and the spurious depression should have obvious difference in the area (the area of girds), depth (the elevation difference) and potential outlet due to the different formative cause. The DEM data characteristics of surface-water and spurious depression are shown as in figure 1 .
The area means the geographical range size of the surface-water or the spurious depression. The computing method is to sum the grids that surface-water or spurious depression hold.
The elevation difference means the depth of surfacewater and spurious depression. The formation of surfacewater is that the bottom plane is as the center, spread to all round gradually and until to the boundaries of the water body. The computing method of surface-water is to search the largest elevation of the surface-water and take it as the water level, then to use the water level subtracting the elevation of bottom; the result is the elevation difference, which is shown as in figure 2 . The computing method of spurious depression is to use the largest elevation of the spurious depression boundary subtracting the elevation of the bottom.
The potential outlet means the boundary exist that the surface-water flows into downstream. The judgment method is: 1) it is the critical grid of the depression; 2) its elevation is larger than one adjacent grid elevation outside of catchment area; 3) the minimum elevation meets the former conditions.
B. The indentifying method of Surface-water
The decision tree classification is used to identify the surface-water in this paper. The area threshold, the elevation difference threshold and the potential outlet are taken as the judgment conditions. The decision tree is a kind of layered process structure. The basic idea is to gradually dichotomize and refine the original data set through some judgment conditions. In which, each bifurcation represents one judgment condition and it has two child nodes, the two child nodes represent the categories that meet or don't meet on the conditions. This method can classified filter the data set quickly, the method is used widely. The basic procedure of recognize surface-water by decision tree:
1) The area threshold method is used to identify the lesser area spurious depressions. Then these spurious depressions are removed from the depressions data set. Because the area of surface-water should be larger than the area threshold obviously, the appropriate area threshold can be the judgment condition. All depressions that the area is smaller than the area threshold is not belong to surfacewater.
2) The elevation difference threshold is used to remove some spurious depression that area is larger and depth is shallow. The depth of surface-water should be larger than the elevation difference threshold obviously; the appropriate elevation difference threshold can be the judgment condition. All depressions that the depth is smaller than the elevation difference threshold is not belong to surface-waters.
3) The identification of potential outlet is used to remove some spurious depression that area is larger, depth is deep, but without potential outlet. The surface-water is natural terrain morphology and its formation should have the support of inflow and outflow. The surface-water should have potential outlet. All depressions that have potential outlet should be belonging to the surface-water.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. The identifying algorithm of surface-water
The identifying algorithm of surface-water includes: 1) recognize all depressions in DEM, the depressions include surface-waters and spurious depressions, then compute the area of depression; 2) compare the area of depression and the area threshold, mark the depression grid that area is larger than the area threshold; 3) compute the average elevation difference between the marked grid range and the adjacent grid, mark the depression grid that the average elevation difference is larger than the elevation threshold; 4) identify the potential outlet of the marked depressions; 5) The depressions that meet all above conditions should be surface-water that have water characteristics.
The identifying process of the algorithm is shown as in figure 3 . To search the original DEM, the original DEM is shown as in figure 3 (a) . To compare the elevation between the center cell and the eight cells that surround the center cell, to mark the cell with 1 if the elevation of center cell is not larger than the elevation of surround cells, which is shown as in figure 3 (b) . The marked region may be surfacewater or spurious depression. To compute the area of the cells that are marked with 1, to mark the cells with 2 if the area is not larger than the area threshold, which is shown as in figure 3(c) . To search the boundary cells that are marked with 2, to compute the average of elevation difference between the boundary cells and the adjacent cells, and to mark the cells with 3 if the average of elevation difference is larger than the elevation difference threshold, which is shown as in figure 3(d) . To search the cells that is marked with 3 and to identify the potential outlet. The identifying condition of potential outlet is that the elevation of the cells in adjacent depressions is not larger than the elevation of the boundary cells and the adjacent cell can flow out to the other cells or the cell is the boundary. If the cells meet above conditions, we can conclude that the cells marked with 3 are surface-water, which is shown as the blue region in figure 3 (e). The other depressions are regarded as the spurious depressions.
B. Experimental and results analysis
In order to confirm the validity of the identifying method, one DEM data set with 1:250000 scales are taken as data source. The experimental region lies in Tibet Autonomous Region. It belongs to the typical high mountain terrain, is the largest lake concentration areas in China, and is the plateau lake regions with the highest lake, largest scope and the most numerous all over the world. There are more than twenty rivers that the drainage area is larger than 1, 000, 0 square kilometers; there are more than one hundred rivers that the drainage area is larger than 2,000 square kilometers. There are more than 1500 lakes, in which there are 47 lakes that the area is larger than 100 square kilometers.
The area of experimental region is about 21600 km 2 (about 1800*1200 cells), the highest elevation is 5827m and the lowest elevation is 4516m. The rivers are inland rivers in the area. The number of surface-water is eight that the drainage area is larger than 100 square kilometers, and the depth is more than 10m. The surface-water is identified by using the method introduced above. The area threshold is 100 km 2 about 1000 cells , the elevation threshold is 10m in the experiment, and the result is shown as in figure 4 . The total number of depressions is 271; there are eight surface-waters among them, which are shown as the orange region in figure  4(a) . There are seven surface-waters that the boundary is fit for the vector shape in the 1:250000 map.
According to the results, we can conclude that the most surface-water can be identified accurately by using above method. In the results, some special surface-waters not identified and some surface-waters boundary is not consistent with the boundary of actual surface-water. The main research will be focused on the fix of the surface-water boundary in the future work.
The identifying algorithm can retain the original DEM data and effectively distinguish the surface-water and spurious depression. It can take different processing method for the surface-water and spurious depression when the depressions are processed, though which can take the basis for the extraction of surface-water.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
According to the absent problem of surface-water in the extraction of the digital drainage network, the paper presents the identifying method of surface-water. The surface-water is natural terrain morphology, whose formation should have the support of some terrain. The DEM data characteristics are taken as research basis and the decision tree classification is used to recognize the surface-water. The area threshold, the elevation difference threshold and the potential outlet are taken as the judgment conditions.
The identifying algorithm can retain the original DEM data and effectively distinguish the surface-water and spurious depressions. It can take different processing method for the surface-water and spurious depression when the depressions are processed, through which can take the basis for the extraction of surface-water. The research results will play an important role in the prediction and management of water pollutions.
